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Loss Aversion
Loss Aversion refers to the tendency which people
have to avoid making a loss. Studies have shown that

Offshore Investing
•••

Psychologically losses are more than twice as powerful
as gains.
This is actually a major stumbling block with Investors
– even a well-diversified portfolio will drop in value
from time to time, and this creates the urge to reduce
“risk” or the allocation towards the assets which have
dropped in value.
This is not just “theory” but happens in practice.
Several fund managers have shown data which
illustrates that when their funds have underperformed
for a period there has been a net “outflow” and that this
reverses only AFTER a period in which there is
outperformance.
The problem is that the investors who exit have already
experienced the reduced return and only return after
the fund has outperformed – and hence miss the period
of good performance.

South African investors are only too aware of how
volatile (and at times “fragile”) the Rand can be.
Offshore exposure is a great “diversifier” but the
question is how to include this given the Exchange
Controls in place in South Africa.
The “easiest” way is to invest in a “RandDenominated”

fund

where

the

underlying

investments are in offshore assets. Here there is no
need to go through the exchange control process of
converting Rands into $, GBP or Euros. The asset
management fees on these funds do tend to be a
little bit higher and the funds can only be paid out
into a South African bank account.
It is also possible to invest in foreign currency
denominated Unit Trust funds. Here it is necessary
to go through the exchange control process to
convert to the foreign currency (or use existing

Industry figures also suggest that over the past year or

offshore money).

so many people have moved to more conservative

advantages to direct offshore funds and the asset

funds as the returns here have been better than more

management fees do tend to be a bit lower, but

aggressive funds and without the associated volatility.

there is a cost to the exchange control process.

The real risk is that they will only return too late after
the more aggressive funds have already significantly
outperformed the conservative funds.

There are some small tax

A final consideration with the direct offshore funds
is ease of transactions and how they are treated in
your Estate. Many of the direct offshore funds are

I don’t know what the future holds, but I do know that

domiciled in one of the Channel Islands. It can be

the local equity market is certainly “cheaper” than it

very difficult to transact and in the event of your

was three years ago – the market has essentially moved

death your local executor may not be able to

sideways over this period while earnings have

distribute these assets. There are solutions to these

increased. I don’t advocate taking on additional risk,

challenges but ensure you are well informed about

but avoid the trap of becoming too conservative.

the consequences.

Market Outlook
Locally the biggest event looming is the ANC Elective

Economically however the World as a whole seems to

conference in December. I am certainly not going to try

finally be getting a bit better. There has been moderate

to predict the outcome but it is certainly currently

growth in virtually all major economies for the first

being portrayed in the media as a battle between good

time since 2008.

and evil.

As always, the advice is simple. Make sure you have a

I have my own view about politics and politicians so I

diversified portfolio, live within your means and don’t

would rather say that it is a contest between “really

panic. There will be volatility but the volatility creates

rotten” and “slightly less rotten”. The market will

opportunities for those who maintain cool heads and

almost certainly “celebrate” any victory by someone

punishes those who don’t.

whose surname does not contain “Zuma”.
Whoever wins is going to have to deal with the crisis
facing virtually all SOE’s (State Owned Enterprises)
which have become the feeding trough of the
politically connected elite. These entities are making
huge losses are they are run incredibly inefficiently.
At the same time SARS seems to be in “crisis” with
revenue collections well below target. Just like your
own budget, if you earn less you either must spend less
or else you must borrow more.
Spending less is a problem for politicians as giving
below-inflation increases to civil servants and social
grant beneficiaries makes you very unpopular with
people who vote. Considering that many politicians
are probably unemployable outside of politics it is
hardly surprising that politicians make “popular”
decisions to stay in power rather than the hard
decisions which are in the best long-term interests of
the country.
Increasing borrowing is much less of a problem when
an economy is growing, but when there is a recession
or stagnation then this can become uncontrollable in a
very short time.
Internationally the biggest threat currently is the
tension between North Korea and America. Neither
country seems to have a calm level-headed leader and
both are armed with Nuclear weapons.

